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Executive Summary
My Supercomputing Challenge project is to figure out the best strategy for Master Mind.

Master Mind is a game that helps kids learn about making and breaking secret codes. In

real life, computers have to make a good enough code that other computers can’t break

it, for example to steal credit card numbers. I wrote a computer program that made a

game of Master Mind. I tested my computer program to see what was the best strategy.

I tested four strategies by having the computer play Master Mind 480 times . The best

strategy for the computer was random guesses from the possible codes, but for humans

the random strategy is really hard.  The best strategy for humans is Add-On, because it

is easier to keep track of than the random strategy, but is still pretty fast.

Statement Of The Problem
I’m trying to find what is the best strategy for Master Mind. I will write a computer
program to help me test four strategies.

Hypothesis
I think the best strategy for Master Mind is “Add on”, the third strategy. The code breaker
adds one color to the last guess every turn until he or she gets knows all the colors.

Background
Mastermind is a game where one person is the code maker and the other person is the
code breaker. The code maker makes a four or six digit code with different colored
pegs. The code breaker tries to break the code by trying to mimic the code. The code
maker grades the guess like this,
Grading Key: Red = right color, right location

Whitei= right color, wrong location
and then the code breaker guesses again.

Master Mind is just a game, but in the real world computers have to make a code so
hard that other computers can not break the code. This is called encryption and is used
to keep crooks away from your credit card and private emails.



Procedure

1. Practice the real Mastermind game
2. Make the game by computer programming.
3. Practice with computer playing the human.
4. Test different strategies, like one color per turn, and random guess.
5. I will test the code a hundred times to see what the best strategy is. I will record
which one wins the most.

Results

I tested four strategies.

1. single: One color per turn
2. half and half: two colors per turn
3. add on: Add on one color to the last guess
4. random: different colors on every turn randomly chosen out of the of the

combinations left.

For the first three strategies, once you know the colors you switch to random.

I did two Experiments because I thought that one should be easy and one should be
hard.  Experiment number one has 4 pegs and 6 colors and is exactly like the real
master mind game.   Experiment number two has 6 pegs and 6 colors and is much
harder.





Results: number of guesses



Results: run time

Conclusions

In the end the random strategy beat them all! My hypothesis was wrong. The worst
strategy was single because it wasted the most guesses, even though it is the easiest
for a human.  The half-and-half strategy come in second place, but it is the second
hardest for a human.  I think that the add-on strategy was the best for humans because
it is easier to keep track of than random or half-and-half, and faster than the single
strategy. For the computer random is the best because it can keep track of all the
combinations, but a human can’t do that!
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Strategies

1. single: 1 color per turn 2. half & half: 2 colors per
turn



3. add on: Add on 1 color
to the last guess

4. random: different colors
on every turn randomly
chosen out of the of the
combinations left.


